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While if’s relatively simple to directly read logic signals using the pad/e/ port
of a PC, if’s sluggish and timing is not reliable. Instead, Francis builds a small
FIFO circuit that can sample at over 20 MHz and is clock independent.

A variety of useful test instruments are

available for diagnosing embedded sys-

tems. One of the most important-a logic

analyzer-can be used to observe relation-

ships between the multiple signals generated

byfirmwareorhigh-speedcommunications.

The simplest logic analyzer I can think of

is constructed by directly reading logic sig-

nals via the parallel printer port of an IBM-

PC-compatible computer. Yet, such an

analyzer is doomed to be relatively slow,

and its timing strongly depends on the clock

speed and interrupt structure of the PC.

Last year, I presented a digital sampling

oscilloscope (DSO) circuitfortheMacintosh

(“ASimpleDSOCircuitfortheMacintosh,”

INK70).  Using the same basic circuit idea,

I’vebuiltan inexpensiveeight-channel logic-

analyzer circuit that connects to the paral-

lel printer port of a PC-compatible system.

The new circuit uses a FIFO memory

chip as a fast data cache and offers vari-

able sampling rates up to 20 MHz. With

extremecare in circuit layout, construction,

and component selection, rates of up to
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80 MHz should be feasible, comparing

favorably with DMA transfers on PCI-bus

computer systems.

As an added benefit, the sampling rate

is unaffected by the timing of the PC. And,

the circuit can operate even on PC systems

with clock speeds much lower than the

sampling rate.

The 20-MHz maximum sampling rate I
chose for my breadboard prototype-though

relatively sluggish compared to a fast desk-

top computer-is adequate for manyembed-

ded applications. For instance, the popular

805 1 and PIC microcontroller families have

maximum instruction rates of l-5 MHz.

Thus, the logic-analyzer circuitcan serve as
a useful debugging tool for MCU firmware.

Total parts cost is around $50, and all

components are industry standard. The all-

CMOS circuit is forgiving enough to work

with no problems on a breadboard. Its low

power consumption makes it ideal for bat-

tery operation.

The Mac DSO circuit used a PIC

microcontroller to handle timing and serial
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communications. For the logic analyzer, all

the software resides on the PC, vastly simpli-

fying both construction and programming.

I originally wrote a program to control

the logic analyzer in Microsoft QBasic for

MS-DOS, while wondering how to deal

with the printer ports in Windows 95. But,

Craig Pataky’s LPTCON device-driver soft-

ware (“Getting Beyond the Box With Win-

dows 95,” INK 74) showed me how to

create a 32-bit application program.

Because Craig already covers how to

use C to program the printer ports, I chose

Visual Basic for writing my support soft-

ware. Thus, code modules for manipulat-

ing the printer ports are now available.

By the time you read this, I hope to have

BASIC and C versions of the logic-analyzer

software for you to download. For existing

MS-DOS systems, I’ve included the original

QBasic program, too.

C IRCUIT  DESCRIPTION

The schematic of the logic-analyzer cir-

cuit is shown in Figure 1. The brains of the
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Size (KB) 2 4 a 16 32

Sharp Microelectronics LH540203 LH540204 LH.540205
Advanced Micro Devices AM7203 AM7204 AM7205
Integrated Device Technology I DT7203 IDT7204 IDT7205 IDT7206 IDT7207
Cypress Semiconductor CY7C429 CY7C433

Table I--The FIFO chip is now an established industry standard, and devices with capacities
ranging from 256 bytes to 32 Kg are readily available. Here, chips with 2 KB or more are listed.

circuit is U5, an industry-standard FIFO substituteanother bufferchiptosuitthe logic

memory chip. family you’reworking on. For routinework,

The Dallas Semiconductor DS20 13 FIFO the exact matching of logic families is prob

chip specified in the Mac DSO article was ably unimportant. Yet, the buffer protects

discontinued, but several other manufac- the expensive (upwards of $30) FIFO chip.

turers turned up when I searched the Web. A 20-MHz clock oscillator at U 1 gener-

A list of compatible parts is provided in ates the timebase  for the circuit. Several

Table 1. lower frequencies are provided by U2, a

Capacities ranging from 256 bytes to 74HC4040 counter. The PC can select one

32 KB are offered with access times as fast of seven arbitrarily chosen frequencies or

as 12 ns, suggesting that sampling rates an external clock input using U3, a

approaching 80 MHz are possible with 74HC15 1 data-selector chip.

careful circuit layout and construction. The PC can also disable the *SCLKclock

Larger chip capacities are doubtlessly signal altogether. An inverted clock signal,

better for serious analysis, but 2 KB is more SCLK, is available, and one of these two

than adequate for routine work. For instance, signals might be useful for driving an exter-

2 KB is enough to monitor MCU programs nal data-acquisition chip such as the flash

hundreds of bytes long and fill up the screen ADC used in the original Mac DSO circuit.

with data many times over. One of the inputs to U2 serves as an

Effective use of larger capacities requires external clock input that can be driven by

writing custom analysis software to auto- the clock of the system you’re testing. Then,

mate the search for specific combinations each data byte in the FIFO corresponds to

or sequences of logic states. Nonetheless, a single clock cycle in the circuit under test.

the support software is easy to modify. A reset signal is also provided and can

Theeightlogic inputsare buffered byU1, be used to drive the reset line on an MCU

a 74HC573 octal latch that’s permanently chip, though you should probably buffer

tied open. Using this chip means the circuit this line to protect your PC. When the PC

is designed for 5-V signal levels, but you can releases the reset signal, your firmware

Figure I-A standard FIFO memory chip and some common CMOS logic are all that’s needed
to build a high-speed logic-analyzer circuit.

and the FIFO start up at

the same time, and you can

monitor the progress of your

program through hundreds of in-

structions.

Successive *SCLK pulses at the *W

line of the FIFO cause data bytes to be

written into memory. The FIFO incorporates

its own address counters and read/write

circuitry, substantially reducing the parts

count. To erase the FIFO chip, the *SCLK

signal must be in a high state.

For widespread compatibility, the cir-

cuit design assumes the printer-port lines are

unidirectional, as was the case in the earli-

est PC systems. The Data Output and Status

Input lines used by the circuit are labelled

DO-D6 and S3-S7,  respectively.

There are only five handshake inputs, so

data bytes are read by the PC as pairs of

four-bit nybbles through U6, a 74HC157

four-of-eight data selector. One of the data

lines is inverted in the standard PC parallel

port-a problem corrected by a software

XOR operation during download.

Three additional lines on the FIFO are

interfaced to the PC. The *FF (full flag) signal

indicates the FIFO is full and has stopped

accepting write operations. The *R [read)

line retrieves a byte of data from the FIFO

and places it on the output lines of the chip.

By applying successive *R pulses and

reading successive nybbles through U6, the’

entire FIFO contents can be quickly down-

loaded to the PC. The chip can be erased

by placing a low signal on the *RS (reset)

line when the “W  signal is in a high state.

C O N S T R U C T I O N

Many of the traditional reasons for avoid-

ing breadboards stem from the asymmetric

I/O characteristics and high current con-

sumption ofTTt logic. My breadboard proto-

type worked just fine, thanks to the exclusive

use of CMOS circuitry.

Nowadays, I seldom commit my small

projects tocircuit boards, since breadboard

strips are quite cheap. Besides, the time it

takes to design a board always seems to be

better spent improving the software.

Power consumption during idle turns out

to be less than 10 mA, so battery operation

is possible. The cabling to the PC should be

no longer than a couple feet, and the

ground wire should be at least 18 gauge.

If you use a ribbon cable, hook up all

eight ground lines (pins 18-25) of the

printer port to minimize the ground resis-
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:$ 80251 Embedded “;:

Midwest Micro-Tek is proud to offer
its newest line of controllers based
on the 8031/51/251  architecture.
The 8031 comes in at a surprisingly
low cost of $89.00 (100 quantity).

MIDWEST MICRO-TEK
2308 East Sixth Street

#116

680~0,683~~ PowerPC”  family
80386 protected mode i960” family
80x86/88  real mode R3000, LR33xxx

l Compact, ROMable,  fast interrupt  response
l Preemptive, priority based task scheduler
l Mailbox, semaphore, resource, event, list,

buffer and memory managers
l Configuration Builder utility
l Comprehensive documentation
l No royalties, source code included
For n sample uf KwikLookad  desniption of AMX,

Phone: (604) 734-2796
Fax: (604) 734.8114
E-mail: am.xsales@kadak.com
Web:  httfx//www.kadak.com

KADAK Products Ltd.
206 1847 West Broadwa
Vancouver, BC, Canada VgJ lY5

$- low Cost Embedded -<

J If you’re interested in getting the
f most out of your project, put the
*
$

most into it. Call or Fax us for com-
plete data sheets and CPU options.

photo I-Visual Basic is ideal for designing custom user interfaces. The L PTCON device driver
provides full access to the printer-poti  hardware.

tance. Also, I suggestusing a heavy ground
bus on the circuit itself, with copious decou-

pling capacitors.

Interestingly, the circuit seems to work

when the power supply isn’t hooked up at

all. The decoupling capacitors arecharged

through the protection diodes of the CMOS

chips, some of whose inputs are held at a

high state.

However, be aware that a low power-

supply voltage causes the inputs of U4 to

draw current from the circuit you’re testing.

As another precaution, consider that old

printer-port cards may need pull-up resis-

tors since they used TTL output drivers.

This circuit may be dangerous if exposed

to high voltages, and I discourage the use

of this circuit in any environmentwhere high

voltages are present. I don’t trusttheground

connection of the printer port for safety,

and the circuit might not be grounded at all

if a notebook computer is used.

SOFTWARE OPERATION
Because I like keeping budgets to a

minimum, I bought the Learning Edition of

Listing l-For the sake of clarity, the data-acquisition subroutine is shown without variable
declarations or diagnostic code. The routine calls o code module that accesses the
L P TCON. VXD virtual device driver.

'collect data for real from analyzer circuit speedily
Sub collect(port As Long, sampRate  As Integer, fifolen As Integer)

'define I/O lines and "idle" state
Const fclk = 1 'clock frequency select bits
Const clken = 8 'clock enable, *E line on 74HC151
Const rstfifo = 16 'reset, *RS on FIFO
Const rdfifo = 32 'read, *R on FIFO
Const ab157  = 64 'nybble select, SEL on FIFO
Const fullfifo = 8 'full flag, *FF on FIFO

idle = sampRate * fclk + clken + rstfifo + rdfifo
lptcon_writedata  port, idle 'reset FIFO
lptcon_writedata port. idle - rstfifo
lptcon_writedata  port, idle
lptcon_writedata port, idle - clken 'enable sampling clock
do 'wait until FIFO is full
loop until (lptcon~_readstatus(port)  and fullfifo) = 0
lptcon_writedata  port, idle 'disable sampling clock
for i = 1 to fifolen 1 'read data from FIFO byte by byte

lptcon__writedata  port, idle rdfifo
lo = (lptcon_readstatus(port)  Xor 128) \ 16
lptcon_writedata  port, idle rdfifo + ab157
hi = (lptcon_readstatus(port)  Xor 128) And 240
sigData(i)  = lo + hi
lptcon_writedata  port, idle

next i
End Sub
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Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0 for personal
use. The Professional Edition comes with
many more useful bells and whistles and can
create ActiveX  custom controls as well as
fully compiled executables.

Nevertheless, the Learning Edition sup-
ports full Windows API access and has
proven quite serviceable for general-pur-
pose programming.

The critical data-collection subroutine is
shown in Listing 1. The routine starts out by
disabling the clock and erasing the FIFO
chip. It then re-enables the clock at the
desired frequency, causing data collection
to begin. Inside an appropriate time-out
loop, the routine waits for the *FF line to be
pulled low.

During download, theclock  isdisabled.
Each data byte is then read from the FIFO
chip by pulling the *R line low and reading
two successive nybbles through the data-
selector chip. Data bytes are stored in an
integer array for subsequent display or
analysis.

The rest of the program is devoted
primarily to the user interface and is quite
straightforward. A screen shot is shown in
Photo 1. A horizontal scroll bar enables
you to browse an entire sweep of data.
Special analysis features (e.g., searching
for a particular pattern) are easy to imple-
ment if you don’t mind writing a few lines
of BASIC.

USE THE TOOLS
The logic-analyzer circuit is a powerful

diagnostic tool and provides an important
benefit. Because the PC’sCPU  must process
interrupts, accurately timed sampling rates
are difficult to achieve with software alone.

This difficulty can be overcome by com-
plicated and expensive DMA circuitry, but
the FIFO cache used by the logic analyzer
is an inexpensive alternative. The analyzer
circuit can be used for uncannily accurate
timing measurements. Also, theclockspeed
of the PC doesn’t affect the sampling rate.

You’ll notice I left one of the printer port
Data Output lines unused. Also, the outputs
of the FIFO are in a high-Z state when a
byte is not being read from the chip. Thus,
multiple FIFO chips could share a common
output bus and control signals.

Tying the *R lines of each FIFO to a
separate output from the PC enables the
circuit to be expanded to support wider
data paths. Of course, a small software
modification would be necessary.

If this circuit helps you discover one
logic error, firmware bug, or failed chip,
then it’s worth the trouble of constructing it.
The analyzer can be used for a variety of
tasks related to communications, including
deciphering data protocols, baud rates,
and so forth. And, the circuit retains its
compatibility with the ADC chip used in the
Mac DSO circuit.

All in all, it’s a versatile yet inexpensive
tool for all sorts of design and diagnosis
tasks in embedded systems. I 1’1‘

Francis J. Deck received his Ph.D. in phys-
ics from the Universiv of Notre Dame. His

main technical interests are instrumenta-
tion and control engineering, and software
development. you may reach Francis via
members.aol.com/fdeck/main.html.

S O F T W A R E

SoutcecodeforthisorticleondCroig  Potaky’s I PI CON

virtual device driver ore available on the Circuit Cellar

Web site. You con download the latest version of the

software, including source code, from Francis’s Web

site listed above.

SOURCES

AM7203, AM7204, A M 7 2 0 5

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

P.O.  Box 3453

Sunnyvole,  CA 94088

(408) 732-2400

AMD FIFO Chips
Newark Electronics

12880 Hill Crest Rd.

Dallas, TX 75230

(972) 458-2528

Fox: (972) 458.2530

www.nework.com

CY7C429,  CY7C433

Cypress Semiconductor

3901 N. First St.

San Jose, CA 95 134

(408)  943.2600

Fax: (408) 943-6848

www.cypress.com

I D T 7 2 0 3 ,  I D T 7 2 0 4 ,  I D T 7 2 0 5 ,  I D T 7 2 0 6 ,

IDT7207

Integrated Device Technology

3236 Scott Blvd.

Santa Clara, CA 95054

(408) 727-61 16

Fox: (408) 988.3029

L H 5 4 0 2 0 3 ,  L H 5 4 0 2 0 4 ,  LH540205

Sharp Electronics Corp.

Microelectronics Group

5700 NW Pacific Rim Blvd., Ste. 20

Comas,  WA 98607

(206) 834-2500

Fox: (206) 834~8903
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4 10 Very Useful

41 1 Moderately Useful

412 Not Useful

Sets The Pace
In PC/104

Data Acquisition
Scan 16 Channels...

Any Sequence...
Anv Gain...

DM6420 500 KHz Analog I/O Module
with Channel-Gain Table and FIFO

With Companion
Am5x86’”  133 MHz
PC/l 04 cpuModules

I I,fi, I

The CMV566DX133  offers
versatile  embedded functionality

Our PC/104  and ISA Bus
Product Lines Feature

Intelligent DAS Cards With
Embedded PC and DSP,

Analog and Digital I/O, CPU,
Shared Memory, SVGA, PCMCIA,

CAN Bus and GPS Modules

&IZeal  Time Devices USA, Inc.
200 Innovation Boulevard

State College, PA 16804-0906 USA
Tel:1 (814) 234-8087 l Fax:1(814) 234-5218

URL:www.rtdusa.com
E-Mail:sales@rtdusa.com

RTD Scandinavia Oy
Helsinki, Finland

Tel:358-9-346-4538
Fax: 358-9-346-4539

RTD IS a founder of the PC/l04 Consortium
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